# WHY DON’T WE LISTEN BETTER?

*Communicating & Connecting in Relationships*
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9. TLC – Who Talks First? 65
Talker – I’m most bothered 65
If neither of you can listen...what then? 66
Listener – I’m calm enough to hear 67
Thud means listen 68
Don’t let a question mask what someone needs to say 68
Does the TLC help when only one person uses it? 69

10. TLC – Who Owns the Problem? 70
Talker – I own the problem 70
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The issue is deeper than pronouns 72
There are exceptions 73
The four-alarm issue in problem ownership 73
Listener – I don’t own the problem 75

11. TLC – What Does the Talker Do? 76
First Talker Goal – To share my feelings 77
Stomach talk 77
Watch out for the dreaded “I feel that...” 78
Sharing feelings is risky, but worth it 79
Second Talker Goal – To share my thoughts 80
Head talk 80
Compliments 81
Sharing thinking is risky too 82
Third Talker Goal – My 82
Ownership 83
Openness 83
12. TLC – Talk Without
   Talker – Without accusing, attacking, labeling, or judging
   Using the finger method
   The finger method with heat

13. TLC – What Does the Listener Do?
   Two heads better than one?
   First Listener Goal – To provide safety
   Serious safety in a world of alligators
   Second Listener Goal – To understand
   Non-judgmental listening
   Listening: dangerous to our opinions
   Third Listener Goal – To clarify
   Will listening change anyone?
   Sometimes listening doesn’t work
   Listening into people’s lives

14. TLC – Listen Without
   Listen – Without agreeing
   Useful agreement
   Agreement, a substitute for friendship?
   Listen – Without disagreeing
   Listen – Without advising
   Do quick answers pay off?
   When asked a question, ask a question
   When you do give advice
   Listen – Without defending
   Defending equals attacking

15. When to Turn the Card
   In simple conversations: A loop
   If the conversation is complex: Longer
   With people who talk all the time

PART THREE: The Listening Techniques

16. A Few Communicating Traps
   1. Ritual listening
   2. Perry Masons
   3. “Why?”
   4. “Not?”
   5. “I understand”
   6. “Yes, but…”
   When “Yes, but…” helps
   What if a talker or listener uses a trap on us?

17. When Trying New Skills

18. Basic Listening Techniques
   Note the odd punctuation mark (...?)
19. Special Circumstances Listening Techniques

Old Folks and “Boring” Stories
Problems or Predicaments?
Fear Barriers
Tears
After a Death
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Religious issues at death
Rigidity
Expectations and Anger
Persistent Anger and Bullfighters
Asking for Help

20. What About the Heaviest Listening Situations?

Suicide Hints
First a disclaimer

PART FOUR: Using the TLC in Groups

21. The Listening Game (At Mealtimes)
   - The rules of engagement
   - One family’s example
   - The TLC with game rules can help a family crisis

22. Guiding Difficult Group Discussions

23. Moderating Two-Party Conversations

24. Making Decisions Together
   - 1. Sharing
   - 2. Negotiating
   - 3. Closing

PART FIVE: Concluding Philosophy

25. Beyond Skill
   - What does it take?
   - Empathy
   - Genuineness
   - Warmth
   - Therapeutic or thera-noxious?
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   - The Flat-Brain Slump
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